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I volunteer at the Corrales Family Practice Garden, and we have had a bumper crop this year! 
Due to our dedicated volunteers, we were able to second plant many rows and the rain helped 
make the garden flourish. Now is the time to gather seeds from plants that produced well and 
preserve your produce for the winter. (See "how to” articles in this newsletter). It is also the time 
to think about adding nutrients to your soil in preparation for the late fall and winter.  
 

We have featured movies of interest in the past, this month, 
we are highlighting a book entitled Braiding Sweetgrass by 
Robin Wall Kimmerer. Dr. Kimmerer is a botanist and a 
member of the Citizen Potawatomi Nation. These two 
approaches: understanding nature through the tools of 
science and believing that plants and animals are our oldest 
teachers provide an interesting view of the world. She 
“shows how the factual, objective approach of science can 
be enriched by the ancient knowledge of the indigenous 
people.” It is definitely a book to be read more than once.  

Photo:  Linda Walsh 

 
A reminder to the Master Gardeners: please submit your time 
reporting for October 1, 2020, through September 30, 2021 via 
Survey Monkey which was emailed to all SEMG members. Please 
complete by September 23 and make sure you have 10 Outreach 
hours included in your total to be considered a member in good 
standing to enable you to vote for Advisory Council Chair, Co-
Chair, and Treasurer. And please remember dues are due by 
September 23 for veteran members. Please go to the home page 
of our website and click on the dues button on the right side. 
 

~  Barbara                                                       

  

http://sandovalmastergardeners.org/
mailto:newsletter@sandovalmastergardeners.org
mailto:newsletter@sandovalmastergardeners.org
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September Garden Checklist 
 

1. Harvest and preserve your gardens bounty; canning, root cellar and seed saving 
2. Divide perennials every 3 to 5 years. Plan where to plant or share divisions before digging 
3. Clean up the vegetable garden as plants die back;  
4. Once planting beds are empty plant cover crops; such as buckwheat, crimson clover 
5. Plant spring blooming bulbs, mulch with compost 
6. Plant cool season vegetables: arugula, beets, cabbage, chives, kale parsnip, radish, scallion 

 

Source:  Month-By-Month Gardening:  Arizona, Nevada, and New Mexico; Jacqueline a. Soule 
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Corrales Family Practice Garden 
By, Linda Walsh, SEMG 2018 

Excerpted from original Corrales Comment article. July 10, 2021, issue:   

 

Alyson Thal, a traditionally trained family doctor who became disillusioned with the present healthcare delivery system, 

now incorporates a vegetable garden with her practice and a community health perspective. Growing up in KS and NM 

Thal gained a deep appreciation of the role of nature in everyday life, and an awareness of how people must adapt to an 

ever-changing environment. She learned that gardening and agriculture demanded flexibility and patience. It was a lesson 

she applied to many aspects of her life as a physician and mother of six. In 1999 Thal moved to Corrales to start the Village 

Doctors with another physician. She had spent 13 years working in most of the healthcare systems as a frontline doctor 

and was ready to quit “big city medicine.” She wanted more time with each patient for “an opportunity to get back to the 

essence of the doctor/patient relationship.” 

 

Three years after moving to Corrales, Thal purchased the three-acre property on Corrales Road and began the work of 

transforming it into a place of healing. Once the clinic was refurbished, she started work on the courtyard “because I want 

people to feel joy, I want them to feel happy, I want them to be awed when they see the beauty of nature 

 

The land was always part of her mission to deliver a more holistic form of healthcare. Knowing full well that “health” is 

multifaceted and that it includes social, emotional, physical and intellectual needs, her vision was multi-purposed. She 

saw the garden as an answer to help her patients who at times suffered from isolation and depression, sought community 

or needed an activity that could contribute to their health. 

 

A garden would also rehabilitate the land. The next question was how to bring her idea to fruition. Fate intervened when 

L.D. Anderson, a long-term patient and Master Gardener, octogenarian and 

enthusiastic volunteer, entered the scene. When Thal asked him what his secret 

was to maintaining such a positive attitude and energetic life, he responded 

gardening and giving back. In 2012 at an open house for the conversion of her 

traditional practice to her partnership with the management company MDVIP, and 

with Anderson at the sign-in table, the Corrales Family Practice Garden enlisted its 

first volunteers. Though several added their names to the list at that event, only 

three were ready to roll up their sleeves and work in the dirt. They were Edy Burtis, 

Linda Ozier and Cindy Harper.        .”   Photo:  :Linda Walsh 

 

https://corralescomment.com/2021/07/12/2021-july-10-issue-growing-food-as-medicine/
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The garden started out as a small corner of the current one third acre, and the work was hard. The early days of the garden 

presented many obstacles and the small band of volunteers learned by trial and error. One of the biggest needs was to 

maintain a steady flow of water. Thal enlisted the help of her family, to install a well. The arid earth absorbed the irrigated 

water and soil amendments as well as all the energy and creativity the volunteers could bring. 
 

The number of volunteers has grown as the garden has expanded from the first corner plot in 2013 to the current third-

acre plus. Envisioned at first as a place for patients to enjoy the benefits of healthy fresh food, social activity and all the 

spirit-enhancing benefits that digging in the dirt and producing fresh food can bring, the volunteer group also needed to 

grow. Today not only do the Sandoval County Master Gardeners help with the garden, but the garden gives the Master 

Gardeners an opportunity to fulfil their mission of teaching others how to garden sustainably. Thal also continues to 

prescribe the garden to her patients; volunteers from the Corrales community are welcome. 

 

The garden is a thing of beauty during the growing season. In early spring the pollinator bed between the small orchard 

and field starts to show signs of life. Volunteers begin to sow rows of onions, beets, radish, bok choy and carrots. By late 

spring the first bags of food are being carried to St. Felix Pantry and the warm weather crops of summer squash, zucchini 

and cucumbers are sown. The seedlings of eggplant and okra are transplanted. By early summer the garden is going full 

steam. Rows of young tomato plants in large, covered cages and peppers dominate the landscape. The tomatoes and 

peppers have been nurtured from seed to viable young plants by Seed2Need under the expert direction of Penny Davis 

and her small army of dedicated helpers. In late summer volunteers harvest the tomatoes, squash, cabbage, broccoli, 

cucumbers, okra and the last of the eggplant, and peppers and melons. As the harvest dwindles in early fall, the work of 

cleaning up the field begins.  

 

Thal is fond of saying that what gives her hope, what contributes to her life as a sole practitioner in Corrales, is seeing her 

patients, friends and community members in the garden and watching it bloom every year. The garden that began as 

vacant dirt eventually attracted others who saw the potential in it: a blank slate upon which to create something beautiful, 

an opportunity to give back to the community and also, inevitably, an outlet to help heal from the sorrows brought on by 

sudden loss and to learning, for the need to create something both beautiful and productive. No one could have foreseen 

the needs this community garden would help fulfill in a time of loss and hardship brought on by the COVID-19. While 

keeping to the rules of distancing and masking, the garden donated over 3,000 pounds of food to St. Felix Pantry, and 

became a rare place of social contact, of work outside the confines of quarantine and of gratitude for the opportunity to 

contribute to the health of others. The garden also proved that medicine does not need to be confined to a medical office, 

pharmaceutical option or facility or to one person at a time. A good community garden can be good medicine for 

individuals and the community. 
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Garden Sculpture on a Grand Scale 
Benson Sculpture Park in Loveland, Colorado 

By Cathryne Richards, SEMG 2006 
 

On our recent trip north, my husband and I had the amazing opportunity to visit one of 
the best examples of outdoor sculpture on display in Loveland, Colorado. First developed 
in 1985 this “World Class” garden is home to more than 170 sculptures, ranging from 20 ft 
tall sheaves of wheat or tiny girls and their woodland friends. The art is valued at more 
than 5 Million dollars and shared with all in a natural setting.  
 
 
 

         
 
 
This 10-acre park includes handicap accessible sidewalks, a public restroom 
and several picnic areas, so plan your trip for at least 2 hours for a quick 
walk, 4 hours to photograph the art or a full day to have picnic and spend 
some quality time with the bronze, steel and stone sculptures. We opted for 
the 4 hour tour and took many pictures. Included in the park are water 
features, restrooms, picnic areas with handicap access plus all of this is free! 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
The Benson Sculpture Garden is on so many lists as one of the best sites for sculpture 
and it is number 1 on Trip Advisor’s list of things to do in Loveland, a suburb of 
Denver. Visit the website for more information:  
https://www.sculptureinthepark.org/about-benson. Plan your trip now, you will love 
what you see and get some ideas on how to create a beautiful addition to your own 
space. 
 

All photos:  Cathryne Richards 

https://www.sculptureinthepark.org/about-benson
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Over The Garden Wall – Gardening Info  
 

Note:  Occasionally gardening news pertinent to Sandoval County/New Mexico catches our attention and we want to share it. 
We excerpt and link to the original article for your convenience. As necessary, we will also provide the “other side” 

 

Amaranth, a health trend 8,000 years old that survived colonization 

Just over 10 years ago, a small group of Indigenous Guatemalan farmers visited Beata Tsosie-Peña’s stucco home in 
northern New Mexico. In the arid heat, the visitors, mostly Maya Achì women from the forested Guatemalan town of Rabinal, 
showed Tsosie-Peña how to plant the offering they had brought with them: amaranth seeds. 

Tsosie-Peña had begun studying permaculture and other Indigenous agricultural techniques. Today, she coordinates the 
environmental health and justice program at Tewa Women United, where she maintains a hillside public garden that’s home 
to the descendants of those first amaranth seeds she was given more than a decade ago. 

They are now six-foot-tall perennials with flowering red plumes and chard-like leaves. 
But during that first visit in 2009, the plants were just pinhead-size seeds. Tsosie-Peña 
and her guests spent the day planting, winnowing, cooking and eating them – 
toasting the seeds in a skillet to be served over milk or mixed into honey – and talking 
about their shared histories: how colonization had separated them from their 
traditional foods and how they were reclaiming their relationship with the land. 

Since the 1970’s amaranth has become a billion-dollar food – and cosmetic – product. 
Health conscious shoppers embracing ancient grains will find it in growing numbers of 
grocery stores in the US, or in snack bars across Mexico, and, increasingly, in Europe 
and the Asia Pacific. As a complete protein with all nine essential amino acids, 
amaranth is a highly nutritious source of manganese, magnesium, phosphorus, iron 
and antioxidants that may improve brain function and reduce inflammation. 

Photo:  The Guardian.com” 

This is a plant that could feed the world,” said Tsosie-Peña. For her it also has deep cultural value. She is part of 

growing networks of Indigenous women across North and Central America who have been sharing ancestral knowledge of 
how to grow and prepare amaranth. Seed exchanges, including those in New Mexico and California, are part of a larger 
movement to reclaim Indigenous food systems amid growing recognition of their sustainability and resilience in a time of 
climate crisis and industrialized agriculture. 

Amaranth is an 8,000-year-old pseudocereal – not a grain, but a seed, like quinoa and buckwheat – indigenous to 
Mesoamerica, but also grown in China, India, south-east Asia, west Africa and the Caribbean. Before the Spanish arrived in the 
Americas, the Aztecs and Maya cultivated amaranth as an excellent source of proteins, but also for ceremonial purposes. 
When Spanish conquistadors arrived on the continent in the 16th century, they threatened to cut off the hands of anyone 
who grew the crop, fearing that the Indigenous Americans’ spiritual connection to plants and the land might undermine 
Christianity. Yet, farmers continued secretly growing amaranth, which sprouted up like a weed in their fields – even as far 
north as the modern-day United States. Although the Spanish outlawed amaranth when they arrived in Central America, 
Mexico and the south-western United States, Indigenous farmers preserved the seeds – which grew with remarkable 
resilience.    

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/aug/06/ancient-grain-amaranth-food-trend-indigenous?utm_source=pocket-newtab
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/newmexico
https://tewawomenunited.org/
https://www.instagram.com/healingfoodsoasis/
https://www.grandviewresearch.com/industry-analysis/amaranth-market
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/california
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Tsosie-Peña first saw amaranth growing in her pueblo at her good friend Roxanne Swentzell’s house. The president of 
the Flowering Tree Permaculture Institute, Swentzell was teaching classes on how to garden in the high desert and also doing 
work around seed saving. Tsosie-Peña was interested in learning more, and in 2008 she received her Indigenous sustainable 
design certification from the Traditional Native American Farmers Association in Tesuque Pueblo. Montgomery was at the 
workshop and introduced the class to a handful of farmers from Qachuu Aloom. The next year, members of Qachuu Aloom 
made that trip to Santa Clara to plant amaranth in Tsosie-Peña’s garden. 
 
Maria Aurelia Xitumul, a member of Qachuu Aloom since 2006 who has traveled on exchanges to California and New Mexico, 
echoes Tsosie-Peña. “The goal is to share experiences, not necessarily generate income, like capitalists. What we want is for 

the whole world to produce their own food,” she said in Spanish.  

“For the seeds, distance doesn’t exist. Borders don’t exist.” 

 
She also began noticing participants in different workshops she hosted – such as one with African refugees who’d settled in 
Albuquerque – connecting with the amaranth. It seemed like it had grown all over the world but come and gone with cycles of 
colonization. 
 
A ‘superweed’ 
In 2010, the New York Times published an article about the looming threat of superweeds – weeds which have developed to 
be resistant to Roundup–including amaranth. When sprayed on a field, Roundup is designed to kill all plants except Monsanto’s 
genetically-engineered Roundup Ready crops. But somehow amaranth has survived – just like it did during the Spanish 
conquest. 

“You can grow it in Hispaniola, you can grow it in northern New Mexico and the mountains of Guatemala,” says Montgomery. 
Xitumul was shocked when she visited the Hopi reservation in Arizona and saw how well it grew in the arid climate so 
different from her forested hometown. 

A single amaranth plant produces hundreds of seeds – something that the farmers of Qachuu Aloom celebrated when the 
small handful of seeds Magaly Salazar sequestered away turned into hundred-pound bags of harvest the next season. 

For many Indigenous farmers in Guatemala and the United States, growing 
amaranth has provided a degree of economic independence, but it has also 
offered a route to food sovereignty. More recently, during the pandemic, 
Xitumul said that people with their own gardens, especially in communities 
that had long lockdowns, felt more secure knowing they had control over 
their food supply. In northern New Mexico, many pueblos, including Tsosie-
Peña’s, implemented strict quarantines. To support her neighbors in 
navigating a food desert, Tsosie-Peña distributed seeds at the outset of the 
pandemic. 

Link to original article:  https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/aug/06/ancient-grain-amaranth-food-trend-
indigenous?utm_source=pocket-newtab 

 
 
OTHER SIDE OF THE STORY:  There are 75 species of Amaranth. Ten of them are native to the Americas. Per NMSU the 
Palmer Amaranth, the most common species locally is both invasive and toxic to grazing animals. The native species are 
short term perennials, and all drop thousands of seeds annually. It is also resistant to herbicides.  
 
Amaranth, or Red Dye #2 is banned in the United States as a known carcinogen. Consumption of the plant itself has not 
been tied to any known ill effects in the 8000 years it’s been a mainstay of indigenous people’s diets.  

https://www.floweringtreepermaculture.org/
http://www.tnafa.org/
https://www.nytimes.com/2010/05/04/business/energy-environment/04weed.html
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/arizona
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/aug/06/ancient-grain-amaranth-food-trend-indigenous?utm_source=pocket-newtab
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/aug/06/ancient-grain-amaranth-food-trend-indigenous?utm_source=pocket-newtab
https://aces.nmsu.edu/pubs/_a/A617/welcome.html
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Preserving The Bounty Of The Garden 
 
Like many “seasoned” gardeners I grew up canning the bounty of the garden. Pickles, tomatoes, and green beans were 
all fair game for a sweaty day in the kitchen, often with a group of women friends and family, while the pressure cooker 
was carefully watched to safely complete the process and other giant pots of boiling water sterilized the empty jars and 
lids. 
 
Of all the “garden” chores necessary to grow the bounty to can – this is the one step that cannot be done on a whim, 
without the right tools and taking plenty of time to process. Even if you’ve canned for years while living in New York, 
Nebraska or Nevada, it’s not the same as canning in New Mexico. Each location has its own challenges; especially the 
elevation.  

As atmospheric pressure decreases, water boils at lower temperatures. At sea 
level, water boils at 212 °F. With each 500-feet increase in elevation, the boiling 
point of water is lowered by just under 1 °F. At 7,500 feet, for example, water 
boils at about 198 °F. Because water boils at a lower temperature at higher 
elevations, foods that are prepared by boiling or simmering will cook at a lower 
temperature, and it will take longer to cook. https://www.fsis.usda.gov/food-
safety/safe-food-handling-and-preparation/food-safety-basics/high-altitude-
cooking 
 

Photo:  Pixaby 

 
Because I know some of you will ask – I checked to see if Insta-Pots were safe for canning. Of the 100 responses I read, 
99 of them warned they are not safe as they do not maintain a high enough temperature consistently for a long enough 
time – please don’t try anyway. 
 
Here are a couple references to help you – should you decide to give it a go: 

Canning Center:  https://sandovalextension.nmsu.edu/trees.html 
Do you need a bigger kitchen to preserve your harvest? Preserve salsa, pickles, jellies/jams, vegetables, meats 

& more. Staffed with a full time canning facilitator, you do not need prior canning experience. You bring 

your harvest and canning jars; we provide the experience. To schedule an appointment, call the canning center 

in Canon, located behind the Jemez Valley High School 575-842-0902 ext. 510. 
 

NMSU GUIDE to Canning  https://aces.nmsu.edu/pubs/_e/E307/welcome.html 
 
 
Reminder: We addressed Seed Saving in the July 2021 issue of this newsletter. You can find it and other prior issues 
on our website archive. 

  

https://www.fsis.usda.gov/food-safety/safe-food-handling-and-preparation/food-safety-basics/high-altitude-cooking
https://www.fsis.usda.gov/food-safety/safe-food-handling-and-preparation/food-safety-basics/high-altitude-cooking
https://www.fsis.usda.gov/food-safety/safe-food-handling-and-preparation/food-safety-basics/high-altitude-cooking
https://sandovalextension.nmsu.edu/trees.html
https://aces.nmsu.edu/pubs/_e/E307/welcome.html
http://sandovalmastergardeners.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/2021-JULY-SEMG-NEWSLETTER-FINAL_WORD-VERSION1.pdf
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Garden2Table Corner – September 2021 
By Cassandra D’Antonio (SEMG 2012), Chair of the Garden2Table Committee 

 

September. “Here we are, in the belly of summer. Time to make the most of the season’s bountiful produce before it’s gone!” No, I 

didn’t come up with that byline; Kate Workman of the Associated Press cleverly did. “Last Call for Tomatoes and Corn!” shouted a 
headline this week from a New York Times Cooking email. The end of August, when I am writing this column, seems like the 
traditional (if not official) end of summer. It is with these thoughts that this column begins, with a story of a long road trip to the 
Midwest, a trip to a fabulous farmer’s market in Saugatuck, Michigan, and ends with the creation of a lot of no-recipe recipes to 
make good use of the produce that I overpurchased—a tendency I have, and do not regret. 
 
As noted in the Wall Street Journal this week, airline travel picked up in August, with nearly two million passengers having passed 
through TSA checkpoints each day on average—more than twice the rate a year earlier. However, the increase in airline traffic posed 
numerous problems to several airlines. Lack of staff, including pilots and attendants, soon became insurmountable. These issues then 
posed irreconcilable issues for those of us whom had reservations for months, which included the airline notifying us of constant 
changes to departure and arrival times and even dates. 
   
My husband and I had planned a 12-day trip back to southwest Michigan to stay at my grandmother’s cottage nestled in the woods 
of Lake Michigan. I hadn’t been back in 20 years, since my grandma had passed, and was anxious to see long-distant aunts, uncles, 
and cousins, and to find comfort again in the happy place of my childhood. After one too many reservation changes, we decided to 
hop in our vehicle and brave the 1,550-mile, 22-hour plus trip, because “hey we hadn’t done this since our kids were little and it 
would be an exciting adventure.” The trip there was pleasant enough. We decided on a slightly longer route to avoid the interstates 
and interchanges of the shorter route’s major cities by taking I-40 to Little Rock, AK and then heading north on highways and state 
roads through the quaint farming towns of Missouri, Illinois, and Indiana. I can now truly say that I have seen enough corn and 
soybean fields to last a lifetime.  
 
Once we arrived at our destination, slightly up the highway from St. Joseph, MI, we found 
ourselves in a heat wave and a cottage with no air conditioning. The cottage had also 
much changed after two owners—though too often nothing is ever how we remember 
it—and the lake shore had narrowed and eroded due to rising tides and severe weather 
events over two decades. To escape the heat and humidity, we ventured up shore to 
Saugatuck for lunch and a visit to their biweekly farmers’ market, where I went crazy, 
whacko nuts, buying everything in sight. Besides the ubiquitous corn, tomatoes, and 
summer squash, there were also mushrooms I had never seen before and berries of 
every kind. An evening visit to a cousin’s mother-in-law’s 30-acre farm also ended with 
bags and bags of produce she kindly snuck into the back of our vehicle.                                        Photo:  Katie Workman – A.P. 

(One take-away from the tour of her farm will be the orchard of nut trees of every kind, and the delicate hazelnuts still in their frilly, 
velvety soft skins before they later harden. 
    
The heat and humidity got to us after the fifth day, so we decided to cut our visit short, a decision helped by a trip to urgent care 
after the dozens of insect bites on my husband’s ankles became inflamed and blistered, bites we found out were caused by sand fleas 
encountered at either the beach or golf course. We decided instead to make our way back home by stopping in for a two-day visit at 
my sister’s house outside Cincinnati, OH. After pawning off some produce on an aunt before leaving Michigan, I called my sister to 
tell her to be prepared for the bags of fresh fruits, vegetables, mushrooms, and herbs I was bringing along. And this is where the 
story gets good—we spent the next two days creating no-recipe dishes, with some recipe dishes thrown in for good measure. 
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Garden2Table “No Recipe” Recipes – September 2021 

 
 
Cheese Tortellini with Fresh Corn and Tomatoes. Blanch a large 1.5-pound container of five-cheese tortellini, drain, and let cool. 
Microwave two ears of corn still in their husks wrapped in wet paper towels for a few minutes. Remove the husks and silk, cut the 
kernels off the cob, and place on top of tortellini. I took a pint of red current tomatoes, which are the size of a large blueberry, rinsed 
and de-stemmed, and placed those on top, but any small tomato will do. We tossed in a pint of perlini (pearl-like balls of mozzarella) 
torn fresh mozzarella can also be used. Finely chop a variety of herbs (mint, oregano, parsley, basil) and sprinkle those on top.  Drizzle 
the dish with a good fruity olive oil and balsamic reduction and toss.  You could also add diced zucchini or other produce.  
 
Sauteed Lion’s Mane Mushrooms. This mushroom was new to me. Large, white, and shaggy, 
this mushroom resembles a lion’s mane as they grow. According to healthline.com, this 
mushroom can be enjoyed raw, cooked, dried, or steeped as a tea, and many describe its flavor 
as “seafood-like.”  They also have many health benefits. I just chopped them up and sauteed 
them with a little butter, olive oil, and roasted garlic, and finished with a sprinkle of course sea 
salt and cracked pepper.        
                   Photo:  Amazon.com 

 
Two-Ingredient Watermelon Gelato. Cube watermelon and slice a couple of bananas and freeze. Add frozen watermelon and 
banana to food processor or blender, pulsing at first before pureeing until smooth. Add a little sweetener like agave, honey, coconut 
nectar or cassava syrup (purely optional). Serve immediately, or transfer to the freezer for an hour a more for a firmer set gelato. 
 

Eggplant Rollatini and Pasta Alla Norma. Because I love eggplant, these are two dishes I 
make so often, I don’t need a recipe. In case they aren’t in your recipe repertoire, yet, I 
provided a link to a good recipe for both dishes, and you won’t be disappointed. Eggplant 
rollatini is like manicotti, but instead of pasta, thin slices of roasted eggplant are rolled up 
with a ricotta filling and then topped with a tomato sauce 
(www.foodnetwork.com/recipes/giada-de-laurentiis/eggplant-rellatini-recipe2-1913538).  
 
Pasta Alla Norma is a Sicilian pasta dish with pillows of fried or roasted eggplant, marinara, 
and lots of basil and ricotta salata. This link provides the roasted version, as well as the 
recipe’s backstory: https://cookieandkate.com/pasta-all-norma-recipe.  

Photo:  Serious eats.com 
 

Vegetable Stock. There are other dishes we threw together, but because I’m running out of space, the vegetables and herbs that 
were left started to look tired, so we threw them in a large stock pot with bay leaves, pepper corns, and garlic and slowly simmered 
with water for 6 hours, strained, ladled into plastic quart containers, and placed into freezer for later use.  
 
I find that September is the best time to stock up on my freezer stock. Besides preparing vegetable stock, I also make pork bone stock 
to be later used to make a pot of pinto beans or posole, mushroom broth for maybe a risotto, and roasted acorn squash stock for 
soups. This month’s featured recipe is a rich roasted vegetable stock I have used often over the years. Though there are lighter 
stocks, this recipe is perfect for those comfort dishes we enjoy through the cold winter months.  
 
During the waning days in the belly of summer maybe take a road trip, visit a growers’ market, and definitely take advantage of the 
last of the summer’s harvest by doing what you creative gardeners and cooks traditionally do, and don’t forget to stock up on your 
stock. 

  

http://www.foodnetwork.com/recipes/giada-de-laurentiis/eggplant-rellatini-recipe2-1913538
https://cookieandkate.com/pasta-all-norma-recipe
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Garden2Table Recipe – September 2021 (cont) 

 
RICH ROASTED VEGETABLE STOCK 
Source: The How Not to Diet Cookbook 

 
Makes: 6 to 8 cups 
 
Ingredients 

1 large yellow onion, cut into wedges  3 Tbsp. white miso paste 

1 red bell pepper, seeded and cut into 2-inch pieces  2 Tbsp. tomato paste 

2 celery ribs, cut into 2-inch pieces  1 bunch parsley, chopped 

3 carrots, cut into 2-inch pieces  1 bay leaf 

2 garlic cloves, coarsely chopped  6 whole peppercorns 

8 ounces cremini mushrooms, quartered 
 

1 
strip kombu (dried sea vegetable; 
optional) 

8 ounces tomatoes, quartered    

 
Instructions 
1. Preheat oven to 425⁰F. Line a large roasting pan or rimmed baking pan with parchment paper or silicone 

mat. (You may need to use two pans.) Spread the vegetables evenly in the prepared pans. 
 

2. Roast the vegetables in the oven, stirring occasionally, until lightly browned and slightly caramelized, about 
60 minutes. Remove the pan from the oven and transfer roasted vegetables to a large stock pot. Stir in the 
miso paste and tomato paste. Add the parsley, bay leaf, peppercorns, kombu (if using), and 4 quarts of 
water. 

 

3. Bring to a boil, then lower the heat to simmer. Cook, uncovered, until the liquid is reduced by about half. 
Remove from heat and allow to cool. 
 

4. Pour the broth through a colander into a large bowl or pot. To store the broth, allow it to cool completely 
before portioning it into containers and tight-fitted lids. Refrigerate or freeze until needed. 

 
Note: Instead of discarding the vegetable solids, you can compost 
them or, after removing the bay leaf, kombu, and peppercorns, puree 
the vegetables and then portion and freeze in small containers for later 
use to enrich soups or gravies. 
 
 
 
 

 
Photo:  Vegetable Stock – Bon Appetite magazine 
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Cedar sage 

Salvia roemeriana 
  

 

  

General Information 

Plant For Flower Plant Size 1' x 1' 

Plant Type Perennial Water Usage Low 

Sunlight Partial Shade, Full Shade Colors Red 

 

Physical Description:  Small, well mannered, shade tolerant plant with eye catching spikes of 1", scarlet-red, 

tubular summer flowers among clumps of deep green, round, scalloped leaves. 
 

Care and Maintenance:  Needs deadheading and small but regular amounts of water to maintain blooming. 

Prune to basal rosette in winter. Short lived. 

 

Gardener's Notes:  This Central Texas native grows naturally under shady junipers and oaks. Salvia coccinea is a 

similar, herbaceous, tropical species locally available as an annual bedding plant. It is not normally winter 

hardy but reseeds well. Both attract hummingbirds. 

 

Ed note:  When searching for both low water needs and shade – this is the ONLY plant that comes up on the 

NMSU reference tool.  

 

Photo and Source: https://desertblooms.nmsu.edu/plantadvisor/ 
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Sadly we anounce the passing of, Nancy Jo (Bull) Bresenham  
SEMG SINCE 2013 

 

 

 

Nancy Bull 

Bresenham obituary 7 August 2021 draft-2 .docx
 

 

 
This update is to remind you that there is an Outreach requirement for 2020-2021. The requirement is 10 Outreach hours to be 
completed by Sept 30, 2021. Recently you received a message that explains what activities qualify for Outreach hours. If you are 
looking for additional hours to add to your total, here are some options:  
 
1) Corrales Growers Market. There is an opening on September 26  You will need to bring a table for set up Contact Tom Neiman, 
virtualtomtom@gmail.com | 
 
2) Email Helpline. There are several openings in October each week can be filled by two Master Gardeners, 10 Outreach hours per 
person per week. See sign up sandovalmastergardeners.org members page, volunteer tab  

With the exception of the helpline all activities are outside and meet the NMSU COVID 19 safety policy rules. The helpline is done in 
the safety of your home.  
 

mailto:virtualtomtom@gmail.com
http://sandovalmastergardeners.org/
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HELP WANTED  #1 – Corrales Family Practice Annex Garden 
 Leader beginning NOW to start with a cover crop in the fall to prep the space for a new vegetable garden come spring. 

If you are interested, please contact Barbara Boyd at admin@sandovalmastergardeners.org for details. 
 

 

HELP WANTED  #2 
When it’s scorching hot, and you’d rather be inside – We have a deal for you! 

 

Say, you want to get out of the house, and not in the heat of your garden… 
Well, I have an inside job available, if you'll take it. 

The Sandoval County Admin Building has some indoor plants in sore need of watering. 
If you are interested, please contact Eydie Francis at eydie.francis@gmail.com. 

I will be able to give you details. It takes about 2 hours to water all 3 floors. 
We will be following state protocol for COVID-19 precautions. 

 
 

HELP WANTED  #3 
There’s a new volunteer opportunity in town! 

 

If you have a technical background, enjoy tinkering with electronics, or simply love poking around apps and 
software to bend them to your will, consider lending a hand to the newly created Meeting and Audio/Visual 
Services Team.  
 

Sound like fun? Contact Paget Rose @ pagetr@ameritech.net or Gilbert Galvan @ gilbertgalvan@yahoo.com 
to learn more.  
 

HELP WANTED  #4 – Outreach Opportunity 
Master Gardener Veterans to sign up for 

ONE - week email helpline shifts 
 in September.  

Teams of 2; Sign up with a buddy. 
 

Sign up on our website. 
REWARD 

    One week shift = 10 outreach hours  

 

mailto:admin@sandovalmastergardeners.org
mailto:eydie.francis@gmail.com
mailto:pagetr@ameritech.net
mailto:gilbertgalvan@yahoo.com

